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tremont

historically inspired
Inspired by 18th and 19th century campaign furnishings—originally designed for easy transport and assembly—our Tremont Collection’s 
sophisticated aesthetic is defined by rugged yet elegant details reminiscent of the original style. Craftsman-built using solid hardwood and 
veneers, this durable collection is beautifully hand-finished with soft stains—selected to enhance the natural texture and dramatic grain 
found within in each surface. Every comfortable piece is adorned with brass hardware amongst other classic accents to create a vintage-
inspired theme within your space.

product details
 u Frames are constructed from solid mindi wood and thick mindi veneers, with 

strength similar to ash and oak hardwoods.

 u Distressed and weathered finishes are wire-brushed to accentuate the 

hardwood frames’ natural grain and texture; then lacquered for added 

protection and a subtle sheen.

 u Drawers are set on full-extension, metal, ball-bearing glides for smooth  

motion and easy removal.

 u Rich, hand-applied finishes are complemented by Antique Brass hardware.

 u Executive desk features a keyboard tray on wooden glides and drawers  

for files and supplies.

 u File drawers are adjustable to fit legal and standard-size files.

 u Bookcases include convenient drawers for small- or loose-item storage.

 u Adjustable/removable shelves are made with mindi veneers over plywood  

to maintain structural stability.

 u Wide Bookcase features a 40.5” w x 15” d x 44” h interior cavity.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any  

Arhaus Design Consultant for care recommendations.

Executive Desk 
71" w x 31.5" d x 30" h 
Dry Branch Natural 55TREMNATEXDKKTBH 
Dry Branch Black 55TREMEXDKKTBH 
Midnight Java 55TREMBREXDKKTBH

Finishes:

Dry Branch 
Black

Midnight 
Java

Dry Branch 
Natural
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Credenza Table 
65" w x 22" d x 30" h 
Dry Branch Natural 55TRENTCRDBH 
Dry Branch Black 55TREMCREDBH 
Midnight Java 55TREBRCRDBH

4-Drawer File 
21.5" w x 19.5" d x 60.5" h 
Dry Branch Natural 55TREMNAT4FILEBH 
Dry Branch Black 55TREM4FILEBH 
Midnight Java 55TREMBR4FILEBH 

Narrow Bookcase 
23.5" w x 16" d x 85" h 
Dry Branch Natural 55TREMNATWBKBH 
Dry Branch Black 55TREMNWBKBH 
Midnight Java 55TREMBRNWBKBH

2-Drawer File 
22" w x 20" d x 22.5" h 
Dry Branch Natural 55TREMNAT22FLBH 
Dry Branch Black 55TREM22FLBH 
Midnight Java 55TREMBR22FLBH

Wide Bookcase 
44.5" w x 16" d x 85" h 
Dry Branch Natural 55TREMNATWDBKBH 
Dry Branch Black 55TREMWDBKBH 
Midnight Java 55TREMBRWDBKBH


